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 Kissing and Telling:
 Turning Round in A Room with a View

 JEFFREY HEATH

 Yesterday had been a muddle-... the kind
 of thing one could not write down easily on
 paper.... [Lucy] thought not so much of
 what had happened as of how she should
 describe it. ... But ... her words fell short
 of life.

 (A Room with a View 68, 94, 229)

 A Room with a View invites the same question that Charlotte Bartlett
 asks when she sees George Emerson's "enormous note of interroga-
 tion": "What does it mean?" (43). The reply might be that Forster's
 novel is "about" such matters as love, art, self-realization, Edwardian
 manners, feminism, values and their revision, exposure and conceal-
 ment, completion and interruption, daily life and celestial life, the
 subconscious mind, language, myth-and so on. These and other
 concerns point to an enticing variety of well-tried critical perspectives;
 however, before restricting our outlook to any one of them, we'll do well
 to remember Forster's own expression of pleasure in Matthew Arnold
 as an author who writes "to us because he is not writing about us"
 (Abinger 91), and his observation that Virginia Woolf's fiction is not
 about something as much as it is something (Two 252). In what follows,
 I shall try to avoid Lucy Honeychurch's penchant for subordinating
 experience to calculated and therefore valueless stories about experi-
 ence, and I shall try to do at least some justice to the immediate yet
 elusive "something" that A Room with a View "is." A promising way of
 doing this, it seems to me, is not to scrutinize A Room (or aspects of it) in
 isolation, but to consider it as a whole while at the same time becoming
 familiar with Forster's characteristic shifts and turns of thought as they
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 TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE

 are manifested in some of his other work. Without, I hope, losing sight
 of the foreground in the background, I propose to look at Forster's
 novel in the broader context of his fiction and nonfiction, and to
 respond to it as it invites itself to be experienced within that context. I
 note in particular his remark in Aspects of the Novel that "all that is
 pre-arranged is false" (99). Forster articulates and dramatizes this idea
 so often and so variously (we might consider his ironic treatment of
 Adela's love of "planning" in A Passage to India and his wry humor at
 Lucy's constant difficulty in remembering "how to behave" in A Room)
 that it is impossible to regard it as anything other than crucial to his
 world view. It has seemed to me, therefore, in thinking about Forster,
 that critics of a novelist who prizes the unpremeditated and the
 involuntary will be well advised to adopt flexible and unconventional
 approaches themselves.

 Unlike the Lucy Honeychurch of the early chapters of A Room,
 Forster values direct experience-often profoundly human experience
 on a grand scale-over limited and edited accounts of it. In fact, it was
 probably Forster's preference for experience that includes but somehow
 transcends the personal that prompted Peter Burra to remark, nearly
 sixty years ago, that what stays with us after reading Forster is a tone of
 "Anonymous Prophecy" that "rise[s] up . . . from that anonymous part
 of a man which 'cannot be labelled with his name ....'" ("Introduction"
 in Forster A Passage 332-33). Burra's observation is a shrewd and
 sensitive one, and the remarks that follow may be seen (in part) as an
 exploration of some of its implications. I'll consider prophecy first, and
 anonymity as I go along.

 In his important discussion of "prophetic" novels in Aspects, Forster
 maintains that although such novels have universal scope, what they say
 about the meaning of the universe is not of primary importance: "We
 are not concerned with the prophet's message.... What matters is the
 accent of his voice .... Nothing can be stated about Moby Dick except
 that it is a contest. The rest is song" (123, 128). Remarks like these from
 Forster's nonfiction suggest that as we read A Room we should not
 inquire too intently about its meaning because, like Charlotte Bartlett,
 we may lose sight of the goal as we approach it (76), and experience may
 slide away into the "untrue" realm of mere "information" (37). Forster
 knew that the study of literature teaches us everything about it "except
 the central thing," the "pearl of great price" (Two 94, 96). He amusingly
 confesses, for example, that his fountain pen vanished as soon as he had
 planned "a suitable opening paragraph" on Woolf's elusive novels. "So
 near, and yet so far! . . . The words are here but the birds have flown
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 (Abinger 125). Forster's difficulties with Woolf's work can help us to
 hear the prophetic song in his own: in A Room the reader's greatest
 problem (and it is one that afflicts the main characters too) is one of
 conceptual focus. It is not that we should avoid all interest in what
 Forster's novel "means," but that we must not try to know in too
 excludingly particular or conscious a manner, or get its significance
 prematurely "narrowed and hardened" into words (Aspects 126). As
 Forster wrote, concerning people who are intent on understanding
 "Love" and "God," they are more likely to grasp "the central fire and
 the central glow" if they relax in their quests:

 Love is not a word of four letters, nor God a word of three...
 The fate of the emotionalist is ironic, and he will never escape it
 until he is less obsessed with the importance of emotion. When
 he is interested in people and things for their own sake, the hour
 of his deliverance has approached, and while stretching out his
 hand for some other purpose, he will discover-quite simply!-
 that he can feel. (Albergo 247)1

 As we proceed, then, we might remember how in A Passage Professor
 Godbole "took his tea ... from a low table placed slightly behind him, to
 which he stretched back, and as it were encountered food by accident"
 (89). Like Godbole with his tea, we shall encounter Forster's meaning
 best if we inadvertently stretch back to it (as it were), by accident.

 Knowing more about the merely intermittent use of "realism" in
 Forster's "prophecy" will help us along our way. Forster writes, "Before
 we condemn [the prophetic novelist] for affectation and distortion we
 must realize his viewpoint. He is not looking at the tables and chairs at
 all, and that is why they are out of focus. We only see what he does not
 focus-not what he does-and in our blindness we laugh at him"
 (Aspects 117). We stop laughing at him when we adjust or reverse our
 emphasis; in fact, reversal of focus and other optical tricks are of great
 importance in A Room, which is often concerned both technically and
 conceptually with "the snares of . . . perspective" (43). We should be
 wary about the realism in A Room, because by the time we are finished,
 we'll be able to say of Forster's novel what Forster himself says of Moby
 Dick-that once we get past the tables and chairs of realism, it "reaches
 straight back into the universal" (Aspects 130). Moreover, as Forster
 himself recommends as he reflects on prophetic novelists, it will be
 useful for the reader of A Room to pay attention to "the turns of the
 novelist's phrase . . . the minutiae of [his] style . . . and . . . the actual
 words he uses" (116-17). This means (almost at Forster's own invitation)
 that the discussion that follows issues from close reading: readers who
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 like their criticism at a comfortable distance from the text should

 abandon all hope if they continue here; on the other hand, if they do
 continue, they may have some fun-the very thing Forster declared
 they should not have in reading prophecy itself (117).

 If prophecy contains elements of contest on the large scale, A Room
 provides a surprising array of smaller encounters. We have a choice of
 contests: the opposing rows of "white bottles of water and red bottles of
 wine" on the dining-room table of the Pension Bertolini (23); Lucy's
 "hammer-strokes of victory" at the piano (51); the complicated game on
 the hillside above Florence; the football game played with the army of
 cast-off clothing at "The Sacred Lake"; the many rituals of social
 one-upsmanship; the Guelfs and the Ghibellines and the many other
 references to actual warfare, victory, and defeat. Beyond these,
 curiously, there is tennis, with its mirror-image courts, and its suggestive
 terminology of doubles, deuce, serve, fault, advantage in and out, set,
 love, and match.

 The pre-eminent contest in A Room is between what Forster's
 narrator calls "the real and the pretended" (181). It is a battle between
 the spontaneous response to life (the direct, open, sincere, and
 childlike) and the muddled response (the self-conscious, rehearsed,
 ostentatious, inhibited, and excluding). Muddle is what results when
 people ignore their deepest promptings and respond dishonestly and
 indirectly to experience as they are expected or told to do. Alone in
 Santa Croce with no Baedeker, for example, Lucy has no one to tell her
 what is really beautiful; she "was accustomed to having her thoughts
 confirmed by others ... it was too dreadful not to know whether she
 was thinking right or wrong" (41, 67). The contest I mention begins
 when an unselfish offer from the Emersons to give rooms with clear
 views to Charlotte Bartlett and Lucy Honeychurch (something that both
 women deeply desire) is rebuffed by a "proper" but calculated and
 shallowly selfish refusal: not for the last time in this novel, muddled
 propriety interrupts sincere reciprocation. The Emersons make their
 unconventional proposal to reverse the status quo against the theatrical
 backdrop of the Pension Bertolini dining room, decorated with "heavily
 framed" portraits of Tennyson and Queen Victoria, and with a notice
 of the English church.2 The dining room is divided from the rest of the
 building by curtains through which figures make exits and entrances.
 Like characters with scripts who posture affectedly, it is hard for the
 stuffy inmates of the Bertolini to relax and be spontaneous;3 they can
 barely imagine that just outside the confines of their sham bit of
 England there sprawls Italy, passionately real and intensely alive.
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 Within the artificial frame of the pension, Miss Bartlett, Lucy's
 chaperone and mentor, weighs the "outsiders'" kind offer and judges it
 inappropriate: ladies do not place themselves under an obligation to
 unknown men in unsuitable clothing who might somehow take
 advantage of them.

 We can be confident that the contest between the real and the

 pretended, or to rephrase it in a good Forsterian double entendre, "the
 old, old battle of the room with the view" (171), has gone on since the
 beginning of time. Here the initial skirmish with the Emersons is only
 the first of many attempts by Miss Bartlett and other dull people (Mr.
 Beebe, Mr. Eager, the Miss Alans, Eleanor Lavish, the Vyses), to "wrap
 up" unruly and vibrant real life under the cloaks and hoods of cultured
 and fitting behavior. For example, Miss Bartlett, who respects both
 propriety and property, flattens George's menacing question mark
 "between two pieces of blotting-paper to keep it clean for him" (34), and
 right from the start, she "represses" and interrupts Lucy in the interests
 of suitable conduct. Favorably disposed toward institutionalized
 religion, Charlotte is a virtual incarnation of Sunday, which, at Windy
 Corner, later "intervene[s] and stamp[s] heavily" on any suggestion of
 play (174). Lucy's development pleases the repressed and repressive
 Charlotte: soon Lucy answers suitably, feels suitable emotions about the
 murder in the piazza, and doesn't listen to "high topics unsuited for
 [her] ear" (54, 69, 86). She declines in a prim, Charlotte-like manner
 when the Emersons offer to show her around the church of Santa

 Croce, and she shuns George after their kiss amid the violets by running
 off to Rome. To use the words of Cecil, whom she meets there,"She did
 develop most wonderfully" (107).

 As Forster's narrative unfolds, it becomes clear that there must be
 something wrong with "development" in a code of behavior which can
 mistake delicacy for beauty while treating frank talk about baths and
 stomachs as indecent, and kisses as insults. An outlook that is "ashamed
 that the same laws work eternally" through both nature and man and
 repudiates masterpieces as "pities" if they have nudes in them is surely
 incomplete, or even inverted (85, 61). This is not an "education" (from
 the Latin educere, "to lead out"); it is a form of imprisonment. Yet it is
 precisely this duplicitous world view that shapes (and spiritually starves)
 Lucy (26), with the result that she longs to "give and receive some
 human love," to experience "love felt and returned" (97, 181).
 Unfortunately for her, she turns for reciprocation first to Charlotte and
 then, even less suitably, to Cecil, while ignoring the genuine appeal of
 George. Charlotte manipulates Lucy (recall her gloves, her rings, and
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 the model of the Leaning Tower of Pisa that she fingers); in a key
 moment, her voice and brown figure intervene to block the bright
 prospect the young couple should have enjoyed together (99, 89).
 Under her chaperone's influence, Lucy breaks off her "extraordinary
 intercourse" with George (100). Eventually she even comes to be an
 interrupter herself, like Charlotte and (perhaps more important) like
 Cecil, who takes a perverse pleasure in thwarting people and playing
 jokes on them. In turn, she frustrates Cecil in his desire to read aloud
 from Miss Lavish's novel (176-77), and, as her mother complains,
 "You've a bad habit of hurrying away in the middle of one's sentences"
 (156).

 The sexual implications of prematurely punctuated sentences
 hardly need to be spelled out, and add zest to Lucy's notion that a
 chivalrous man will "complete the sentence for himself" (65). Forster
 plainly wants George and Lucy to have an entire conversation-one that
 is direct, open, reciprocal, and not disrupted by "twaddle" and
 "wrangle." A little less plainly (I shall develop this point more fully later
 on), the kind of congress that must precede any external connection is
 the inner one that will result, in the words of Mr. Emerson, when
 George and Lucy "pull out from the depths those thoughts that [they]
 do not understand" (47) and integrate them into their conscious lives.
 Once the entire family of the self is engaged, George and Lucy can
 participate in a wordless communication that goes beyond Mr. Beebe's
 "Sacra Conversazione" and reaches to "the radiance that lies behind all

 civilization" (208, 47, 155). It is important to realize that far from being
 an infallible means to this sublime goal, "civilization" can often be the
 greatest obstacle. The world of culture without love is a shrunken and
 meretricious world-"the world of rapid talk" (45), where limited and
 frightened people can hide from real experience.

 The blighting effects of turning away from "the real" are evident
 early in the novel when, after Lucy faints in the square, she absently
 pretends not to see the hand George holds out "to pull her up": her
 feigned indifference makes "the whole world [seem] pale and void of its
 original meaning," a ghostly and insubstantial parody of itself that is
 devoid of value (52, 63). Two more denials of real emotion (the kiss on
 the terrace of violets and the kiss by the tennis court) render her as
 two-dimensional as George's flattened note of interrogation: she has
 one eye on the weather (58), plans to live in a flat (like Mrs. Vyse), and,
 in a splendid example of authorial finesse, Forster has her play "piano"
 (from the Latin planus, plain), throughout. The more Lucy tries to
 defeat her deepest self by refusing to converse honestly about her
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 experience, the more she is hemmed in by a spectral family of frauds,
 and the more she loses the companionship, not just of a sacred but
 (especially) a human family.

 Other monocular "flat" people surround Lucy as she "develops":
 Mr. Eager's questioning eye tries to catch her eye, and Cecil flattens his
 pince-nez between them as they perpetuate a kiss (91, 127). Lucy even
 seeks out the same view as the one painted by the "obscure"
 Baldovinetti, who climbed the hill above Florence five centuries ago
 "with an eye for business" (85). Charlotte "monopolizes" Mr. Beebe
 (31). These stiff and deliberate flat people are wooden and funny: that
 "woman of culture" Miss Lavish does "calculations in realism";
 self-conscious Cecil rehearses scenes and recasts them; Miss Bartlett
 repeatedly assumes her favorite role as a prematurely aged martyr; Mr.
 Beebe consents to run; Mrs. Vyse deems it kind to go personally to
 Lucy's aid (69, 106, 98, 150, 142). Mr. Eager epitomizes the failings of
 pretentious people who live sheltered and vicarious lives: as a
 "chaplain" (cognate with "cap," "cape" and "chapel," from the Latin
 cappa, or "hooded cloak"), he lectures others about feelings without
 having any of his own; he claims to speak plainly but takes refuge in
 innuendo; he maintains that the world is too much with him, and hides
 from the mysterious and sensory present in "the pastures of the
 permanent" (71); he travesties the unexpected cataracts of real Italian
 by speaking it as if it were a fountain of whistling acid; he misconstrues
 his separation of "Phaethon" and "Persephone" as a victory; he enjoins
 Lucy to have "courage and faith" when what she really needs is
 "courage and love" (91, 88). Under the duplicitous guidance of Mr.
 Eager and his flock, Lucy comes to advocate kind actions, but only if
 they are done "tactfully" (this tact prevents her from touching anybody,
 but not, as Mr. Emerson instantly perceives, from "pretending to be
 touchy" [43]). Constrained by propriety to sublimate real experience
 into art, Lucy first thinks of her would-be lover as a figure on the ceiling
 of the Sistine Chapel, and then romanticizes him into a god, "someone
 in a book" (45, 93). She learns to use counterfeit feelings as she "stifles
 the emotions of which the conventions and the world disapprove" (181).
 She works herself into "the necessary rage," subdues a rush in her
 blood, and summons physical disgust (183, 184, 223). Her affected
 friends lead her into hypocrisy and self-deception clad in "the armour
 of falsehood" (181). Having been taught to see only half the picture,
 Forster's two-faced heroine appropriately plans her wedding for
 January, the month named for a figure that looks two ways at once.4

 Lucy needs to be led out of her state of barren flatness (those who
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 have read "People" in Aspects know that roundness is better), but she
 gets no help from globe-trotters like the Miss Alans, who wonder, "How
 do things get round" and who warn, "This must on no account get
 round" (58, 55). Looking back on his novel years later in "Three
 Countries" (Hill 291). Forster wrote that it is Italy that awakens Lucy,
 and to a large extent this is true: it offers her "the most priceless of all
 possessions-her own soul" (A Room 130). Under the guidance of the
 sun-scorched and anonymous "Phaethon," Lucy puts aside her parasol
 of pretense and finds the world "beautiful and direct." She feels for the
 first time the influence of spring, and sees the view "stealing round
 them" (88, my emphasis). As the mythopoeic embodiment of the power
 and unruliness of youth, "Phaethon" knows how to interpret the
 message of the dying man in the square, who has spoken, in the blood
 of direct experience, of his fierce desire to live. As the earth moves
 under Lucy's feet on the terrace of violets, "Phaethon" wordlessly points
 not to a second-hand story or painting but to a living man, George
 Emerson, who kisses her: a real experience that she can deny but never
 forget. "Phaethon's" beloved "Persephone" also helps Lucy, her
 counterpart, to move from stale propriety to "the holiness of direct
 desire" (225). She knows, in words that anticipate Forster's diagnosis of
 the "incomplete" hearts of English people abroad in "Notes on the
 English Character," that "these English . . . gain knowledge slowly, and
 perhaps too late" (Abinger 91).5 Italy works on Lucy in concert with the
 Emersons. Whenever she is with them, "the contest widened and
 deepened till it dealt, not with rooms and views, but with ... something
 quite different, whose existence she had not realized before" (25). The
 Emersons give her "the sense of larger and unsuspected issues," and
 make her "conscious of some new idea" as they show her the world
 "from their own strange standpoint" (33, 42, 58). She tries her shallow
 friends Eager and Lavish "by some new test"-Italy as seen by the
 Emersons-and finds them wanting (73). When Mr. Eager unfairly
 threatens to "expose" Mr. Emerson, Lucy responds involuntarily, as her
 "rebellious thoughts swe[ep] out in words-for the first time in her life"
 (75). In a series of increasingly expansive "outings," she escapes from
 the frame of the Pension Bertolini and, driven by a new discontent,
 rebels against the convention that ladies ought to gain their experiences
 indirectly, through gentlemen. Unchaperoned in the Piazza Signoria,
 she gazes absently at first at the shadowy fountain of Neptune and at
 the twilit, cavernous Loggia; even though she is in the presence of
 marvels, she nonchalantly "reflects" that nothing ever happens to her.
 And, of course, since nothing ever happens if one looks for it too
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 directly, "something did happen.... She had complained of dullness,
 and lo! one man was stabbed, and another held her in his arms." At this
 crucial moment, she "thought that she, as well as the dying man, had
 crossed some spiritual boundary" (62, 64). It is a frontier-crossing that
 she nearly succeeds in rejecting.

 During the first half of Forster's novel Lucy's "development" takes
 her intermittently out of her frame and back in as she vacillates between
 a dull and selfish indifference to others and a state of immediacy and
 vitality in which, as on the terrace of violets, "Not a step, not a twig, was
 unimportant to her" (86, 88). For example, even as she begins to bloom
 under the guidance of Mr. Emerson in Santa Croce, Miss Bartlett's
 arrival causes her to relapse, "again seeing the whole of life in a new
 perspective" (48). Similarly, before they go "in" again after the murder,
 Lucy asks George to remain silent about her "foolish behaviour": "How
 quickly ... one returns to the old life," she says. But George is different:
 he is aware that "something tremendous has happened" and he
 "mean[s] to find out what it is" (66, 64) There can be little doubt that in
 their moment of "joint contemplation" by the shadowy Arno (they
 unconsciously assume identical positions and are moved by a "common
 impulse" [80]), George has listened to a silence of a far greater
 magnitude from any that Lucy can so far detect, or accept. George has
 heard the aural equivalent of his father's "eternal smoothness": it is the
 same "silence of life" that Miss Bartlett mars when she interrupts the
 view of the distant background and recalls Lucy to a merely personal
 consciousness by crying out her name. The moment recurs, with
 variations, notably when the Miss Alans call her by name to go to
 Greece, but this time she ignores the appeal to her shallow self and
 listens to "the roaring of waters in her ears" as "veil after veil ... she saw
 to the bottom of her soul" (223, 224).

 When we turn our attention to George, we can see that his
 "world-sorrow" stems from his all-consuming pursuit of meaning. At
 first he is somber and unspontaneous in his failure to comprehend why
 "the things of the universe" do not fit (47). He sighs; he lacks the
 courage to accept life in all its immediate and inexplicable mystery (he
 drops Lucy's reproductions into the Arno because blood frightens him);
 he has a grave voice but is mainly silent, and his shadowy face looks
 indirectly at Lucy "across" some sort of barrier. With his "pessimism et
 cetera," as urbane Mr. Beebe rather too dismissively puts it, George
 seems the embodiment of Arthur Schopenhauer's self-centered,
 will-driven man (a volume of Schopenhauer stands on Mr. Emerson's
 book shelf, along with the works of Samuel Butler and Nietzsche.6) As
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 Forster's novel opens, George needs to be freed from his all-consuming
 quest for meaning. He needs some liberating force, such as
 Schopenhauer's "will-less perception" or the "turning of the will" that
 can free him from egoism into the awareness that after a certain point,
 nothing can be said about the world, and that beneath the veil of
 appearances we are all one. We get further insight into George's trouble
 when we examine his response to Giotto's The Ascension of St. John in
 Santa Croce. George sees the painting solely in terms of himself, and he
 maintains that if the event depicted there really happened, he would
 like to ascend just like the saint: all alone (as Lucy rightly perceives, he
 is at this early stage "a singular creature" [44, 45]). George does not
 listen to his father's claim that neither of them will "go up," and that
 "their names will disappear" in the grave. He goes on to observe that
 some of the people in the painting can see only the empty grave, not the
 saint ascending. Like the observers in the painting (and, perhaps, like
 novice readers of "prophetic" fiction) George's difficulty is one of focus:
 he mistakes the part for the whole, just as he takes "every little
 contretemps as if it were a tragedy" (45). George's problem with
 perspective is a familiar one in Forster's work; for example, it
 anticipates the way Mrs. Moore in her mirror-cave in A Passage to India
 mistakes the stunted reflection of her own cynicism for the "last word"
 on the universe.

 Mr. Emerson urges Lucy, in a key word, to "understand" George
 and to help him realize that "by the side of the everlasting Why there is
 a Yes-a transitory Yes if you like, but a Yes" (48). He knows that by
 focusing too exclusively on the "why" of things George has allowed it to
 expand and fill his entire field of vision: over his washstand (where one
 would expect to see a mirror), he pins up his "note of interrogation.
 Nothing more" (34). "Nothing more," because there is room for
 nothing more in his outlook than a troubled self that inquisitively
 expands to fill a universe it should simply accept. Crowded into the
 margins by George's distended self, it is no wonder that "the things of
 the universe," as Mr. Emerson calls them, "won't fit," and that George
 lives in a personal "hell" of misunderstanding as he seeks answers to
 mysteries that are beyond him (47, 46). George is so self-centered that
 he has left himself no room for a view; he is cut off from others by his
 taste for exclusively personal "reflection," and therefore he gets no
 liberating reciprocation. It is only a short step from George's misguided
 quest to Miss Quested in blundering pursuit of "the real India" amid
 the inadequate "architecture of Question and Answer" (A Passage 87).

 With his interest in right answers, George has "a hint of the teacher
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 about him" (43), but in the way he seeks a plan where none may exist,
 he has much to learn. He has not understood the lesson implicit in his
 father's conversation with the Italian mother in Santa Croce: "There is

 no scheme of the universe-" . .. "Niente" (42). Even after he has held
 Lucy in his arms and has seen that he will "want to live," he does not
 immediately realize that the end of the murdered man's life is the
 beginning of his own Vita Nuova, and that he is looking too far away for
 an answer: "He turned towards her frowning, as if she had disturbed
 him in some abstract quest" (66, 65). It is not until he is taken off guard
 by Lucy's fall into the violets that George stops thinking and
 spontaneously acts himself. On the mountain-side he "loses his head"
 and finally "forgets himself" (166, 140) to find room for a Yes which is
 "transitory" beside the everlasting Why (48). This is a beginning, but he
 can succeed only if Lucy reciprocates-and this she is afraid to do,
 because it will spell the end of her comfortable little "world of rapid
 talk, which [is] alone familiar to her" (45). Later George so completely
 forgets himself that he wants Lucy to have her own thoughts even when
 he holds her in his arms: "nothing else matters" but Lucy (187). At that
 point it may seem to the reader that George has simply replaced his
 obsessive "note of interrogation" with Lucy, but we shall see that in
 Forster's world, it makes a difference whether one focuses on abstract
 "schemes of the universe" or on living human beings. George's
 development leads from a narrow and abstract self-centeredness
 through a courageous assertion of selfhood (he speaks "out" [186]) to a
 true selflessness.

 Lucy's "development" is more complex than George's, but it too is
 rooted in the tyranny of the will-driven self. Like George, she is a young
 person on a quest for "something big" (60). She is tired of being
 chivalrously protected and has had enough of accomplishing small
 things indirectly and by tact; she desires "vast panoramas, and green
 expanses of the sea" (60). She wants to drop "the title of the Eternal
 Woman" and go into the kingdom of this world as "her transitory self"
 (61). Unfortunately for her (and here Forster's ambivalent attitude to
 the feminism of his time surfaces), she wants to enjoy these big and hith-
 erto unladylike interests as a matter of abstract principle, and all by her-
 self, at the expense of the immediate and the ordinary. "Lucy desire[s]
 more" than the splendid Loggia at twilight (62), and she shrinks from the
 reality of George's love into a surrogate realm of abstractions and
 chatter. She turns away from the "real event" that has taken place
 beside the torrential, lion-voiced Arno to the "perfect torrent of
 information" about the real that streams from her stodgy fellow tourists
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 (27). Although she has been deeply moved, first by the embrace in the
 piazza and then by the kiss among the violets, and although (like
 George) she has glimpsed "the primal source whence beauty gushed out
 to water the earth" (89), she represses her experience of "profusion" in
 favor of a wasteland of denial. Even more than George, she needs to
 take Mr. Emerson's advice and "let [herself] go" (47), because she has
 locked her instincts behind a selfish barrier of feigned indifference.

 In an aside, Forster's narrator remarks that the English tourists
 consider great paintings marred by nude figures "a pity" (61). These
 same tourists would probably find elements of a "pity" in A Room itself,
 because it too concerns exposure. In her craving for affection, Lucy
 wants to be absolutely truthful and to engage in "the luxury of
 self-exposure" through "a detailed exhibition of her emotions" (93, 94;
 one recalls the "display" given by the two lovers in the carriage).
 Unhappily for her, she exhibits herself to Miss Bartlett, and Miss
 Bartlett takes "diplomatic" advantage of her sincerity with the result
 that Lucy resolves never again to "expose herself without due
 consideration" (100). A calculated revelation of the self is of course a
 form of concealment, and so A Room takes on the qualities of a
 psychological strip tease. We notice that the revelations that Lucy gets of
 George are always unexpected by him: she takes him off guard on the
 terrace of violets "like a swimmer who prepares," and later surprises
 him, "radiant and personable against the shadowy woods" (89, 152). But
 voyeuristic Lucy wishes to see without being seen-or to be seen on her
 own terms, bowing a bow that she has rehearsed many times, indoors
 (153). She is always conspicuously clothed-elegant in white, pallid in
 cerise and garnet, or "all parasol" (151). While George has guessed
 correctly about her emotions (59), Lucy will not acknowledge them. She
 censors her situation by thinking of it in terms of "a beautiful picture,"
 in which a knight "averts his eyes from [the lady's] nakedness" instead
 of looking directly at her (65). The point is that Lucy cannot achieve
 fullness (or roundness) of being until she relaxes her will, stops taking
 prudish refuge in the picturesque and lets herself be seen even as she
 sees.7 Lucy is her own chaperon; until she stops artfully "pretending to
 be touchy" and admits Venus into her picture, she will continue to
 resemble "Leonora," the shallow caricature of herself that creaks
 through Eleanor Lavish's novel. Without a revelation of the naked
 truth, she will continue to be the "barest outline" of herself (69), not one
 of those authentic figures who, as Forster writes in "Prophecy," "[reach]
 straight back into the universal" (Aspects 130).8

 One of Forster's principal touchstones is the everyday world,
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 experienced directly and with love. This world includes nature and its
 daily cycles (the roaring Arno and the untempered sun), as well as the
 ordinary domain of furniture, bones, and "eggs, boilers, hydrangeas,
 maids" that is so distasteful to Cecil (101, 160). This mundane but
 nakedly truthful place of spontaneous experience is itself and nothing
 else.9 It is what it is. Standing off from it are limited versions of it that
 resemble it without ever touching it: "hazy," "abridged," and
 second-hand accounts of experience (bookish, picturesque, romantic,
 heroic, theoretical, or merely dull catchwords and cliches); the airy
 Hellenism of aesthetes, and the disapproving Hebraism of clergymen.
 As Forster writes in his remarkable 1909 science-fiction fantasy, "The
 Machine Stops," "Man is the measure"; the central sin is "the sin against
 the body-the ... wrong against the muscles and the nerves, and those
 five portals by which we can alone apprehend . ." (New 122, 139). If we
 ask why a visionary and "prophetic" writer should value the mundane
 so highly, the answer must be that a loving acceptance of the ordinary
 "life in time"-an acceptance that George and Lucy are at first unable to
 achieve-can lead unexpectedly to the mystical "life by value," as
 Forster calls it in Aspects (52).

 Here it is important to see that the mystical life by value that
 Forster mentions in "The Story" and discusses more fully in "Prophecy"
 is essentially the same as the spontaneous and involuntary life that I
 have been emphasizing right along. A look at Foster's 1925 essay,
 "Anonymity: an Enquiry," will help clarify the point. In an important
 passage (it is the one Burra cities in his "Introduction" to the Everyman
 edition of A Passage), Forster explains why the critics of his day insist too
 much on "personality":

 They go too far because they do not reflect what personality is.
 Just as words have two functions-information and creation-so
 each human mind has two personalities, one on the surface, one
 deeper down. The upper personality has a name. ... It is
 conscious and alert, it does things like dining out, answering
 letters, etc., and it differs vividly and amusingly from other
 personalities. The lower personality is a very queer affair. In
 many ways it is a perfect fool, but without it there is no literature,
 because unless a man dips a bucket down into it occasionally he
 cannot produce first-class work. There is something general
 about it. Although it is inside S. T. Coleridge, it cannot be
 labelled with his name. It has something in common with all
 other deeper personalities, and the mystic will assert that the
 common quality is God, and that here, in the obscure recesses of
 our being, we near the gates of the Divine. It is in any case the
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 force that makes for anonymity. As it came from the depths, so it
 soars to the heights, out of local questionings; as it is general to all
 men, so the works it inspires have something general about them,
 namely beauty. The poet wrote the poem no doubt, but he forgot
 himself while he wrote it, and we forget him while we read. What
 is so wonderful about great literature is that it transforms the
 man who reads it towards the condition of the man who wrote,
 and brings to birth in us also the creative impulse. Lost in the
 beauty where he was lost, we find more than we ever threw away,
 we reach what seems to be our spiritual home, and remember
 that it was not the speaker who was in the beginning but the
 Word. (Two 93)

 We should note in this remarkable passage the emphasis on the loss
 of one's own limited self in the anonymous lower personality of "the
 man who wrote"-a transformation into someone else in which "we find

 more than we ever threw away" and reach "what seems to be our
 spiritual home." These are words that should make us think about Mr.
 Beebe's claim that Italians "read our thoughts," and about Lucy's hope
 that she will meet someone who "reads [her] through and through" (54,
 59). George accomplishes this with ease, but Cecil's devilish self-
 consciousness prevents him from finding a "spiritual home" in Lucy; it
 is as if he is restricted to reading her as she has been conceived in the
 stilted imagination of Miss Lavish. Cecil can't get out of himself to find
 a home in Lucy, just as Lucy comes perilously close to losing her home
 in George. We also notice here the implicit identification of the lower
 personality with water, a personal underworld into which the conscious
 self may in inspired moments let down a bucket. (In A Room, some
 "buckets" have greater capacities than others: there is the bottled water
 in front of the guests in the Pension Bertolini; George's wash basin; Mr.
 Emerson's bath; the baths of Caracalla; the Sacred Lake; and at the end,
 of course, the Mediterranean.) The main point in the passage above,
 however, is that the unconscious and the divine-the obscure, watery
 depths and the sun-drenched heavens, are one and the same: just like
 "Persephone" and "Phaethon." While upper personalities differ "vividly
 and amusingly" from one another, "deeper personalities" have
 "something in common" that mystics call God. We won't go far wrong if
 we think of the "general" force that "makes for anonymity" as love. As
 always in Forster, "One has to start with love" (Two 117): silent,
 wordless, nameless.

 In order even to write about an obscure lower self that is at one

 with the divine, Forster needs to resort to oxymoronic figures of speech,
 such as "tides of heaven," "sea of radiance," and "rivulet of light" (101).
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 But whatever we call this self, we ignore it at our peril: the "pretended"
 behavior that Forster attacks takes place when by going too far in our
 insistence on personality we exaggerate the importance of our celled
 selves (our "water-tight compartments," as Mr. Beebe would call them
 [111]; by failing to let down buckets into the selfless self, we interrupt
 our ability to flow into other "deeper personalities" and remain stuck in
 our own small room, like Cecil in the grip of his "certain devil,"
 self-consciousness (106).10 Conversely, "real" behavior results when the
 involuntary and indiscriminately loving self drowns the self-conscious
 will in moments that (not surprisingly) are often associated in Forster's
 work with "slips" into water." The "solution" for George (45) comes
 when he falls unexpectedly into the Sacred Lake ("a call to the blood
 and the relaxed will" [152]). For Lucy a potentially saving moment
 comes when, touched by an impulse that briefly dissolves the barrier
 between herself and George, she hears an "unexpected melody"
 suggested by the Arno's leonine roar. Lucy ignores this impulse, just as
 she has refused to accept that the kiss among the violets has moved her
 as much as it has George. Later, as we have seen, she "[forgets] her own
 affairs at last" (219), discovers her concealed love for George, and does
 not answer to the name of her shallow self because of "the roaring of
 water in her ears" (223). At this climactic moment she acknowledges her
 participation in the oceanic consciousness, as a tributary of "the primal
 source." In doing so, she escapes becoming another Charlotte Bartlett,
 who lives alone at Tunbridge Wells, heats her bath water in a boiler,
 and has her water cut off by the plumbers. In sum, I should draw
 "Anonymity" and Aspects together by pointing to an important analogy:
 just as (in Forster's view) a complete novel includes both story and value
 (Aspects 52), so a complete personality combines an upper self that lives
 a consecutive life in time with a more valuable lower (or mystical) self
 that flows "in common" with other deep, timeless selves (especially with
 creative selves in moments of inspiration).12

 In a novel in which incomplete and segregated selves masquerade as
 the whole story, Foster often uses mirror imagery to suggest that their
 superficial existence is just a mockery of the more universal way of life
 adumbrated in "Anonymity," and that it is bound to fail. His images and
 situations present the grimly comic truth about self-conscious living-that
 it is ridiculous. In A Room he gives us two St. Johns facing one another
 across the Peruzzi Chapel, two look-alike expeditions, two murderers, two
 rescues, and two Miss Alans twiddling and twaddling. He gives us "Joseph
 Emery Prank's" laughable novel, with its roughly contrived travesty of
 George and Lucy's mystical kiss amid the "eternal smoothness." By the
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 same token, there are the tennis players that we have already noticed,
 facing one another on mirror-image courts, and those two inversely sim-
 ilar villas, Cissie and Albert, locked in grotesque confrontation.

 Forster repeatedly mocks his characters' insistent interest in
 abstracting the particular from the general: just which of three
 Lorenzos does Mr. Emerson mean [84], and which is the correct
 Francesco, and which of many possible Emersons are coming to live at
 Cissie Villa? Implicitly, it doesn't matter, since in Forster's world,
 similitude is more important than differentiation. Accordingly, he
 pokes fun at futile attempts to answer questions that can't be
 solved-Cecil's explanation of psychology to Lucy "one wet afternoon"
 (161), and Lucy's vain hope that Charlotte (of all people) will offer her
 an explanation for her "mysterious discontent" and for the nameless
 "things that come out of nothing, and mean I don't know what" (94).
 Similarly, Mr. Eager tries to learn just where, exactly, Baldovinetti stood
 five hundred years ago before painting his view of Florence, and
 whether he was a cause or a manifestation of the Renaissance.

 Individuals' names often come to the fore, only to blur quickly into the
 more general background: Mr. Eager loves to engage in name-
 dropping, but his prized Lady Helen Laverstock soon joins "Mr.
 Someone Something" and "the Somebody Elses" (81). That Lucy has to
 "get up" the names of goddesses and gods from a mythological
 dictionary is a joke that will make more sense later (212). In general,
 however, the point of this fun with "local questionings" and names and
 identities is that labels are unreliable in a world where everything is (or
 ought to be) interrelated-where, as Mr. Emerson teaches, "views ...
 are bound to resemble each other, like human crowds" (177).

 Forster's implication throughout A Room, as in his other fiction, is
 that language is embarked on an impossible task: to make divisions in a
 continuum that, in the eyes of all-embracing love, is smooth and
 indivisible. The mission of language is to make beings, events, and ideas
 advance out of a background where they are indistinguishable into a
 foreground where they will stand rootlessly, and artificially, on their
 own (here one might recall Cecil's faulty view of Lucy as "a brilliant
 flower that . . . blooms abruptly out of a world of green" [126]). In A
 Passage, Professor Godbole maintains, rightly, "nothing can be
 performed in isolation" (185), but in A Room the inhabitants of Forster's
 "world of rapid talk" comically persevere in acts of conceptual and
 linguistic discrimination, only to see their intellectual honeycombing of
 the All collapse back inevitably into the original "smoothness." This is
 why, in A Room, secrets won't stay secret, and why misunderstandings
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 abound: words like "originality," "democracy," "purity," "religious,"
 and "rubbish," mean different things to different people. When
 language is pressed into the service of arbitrary (and futile)
 differentiation, it creates the confusing "homonymous world" of
 Forster's early story "The Celestial Omnibus" (New 51), and "the
 echoing contradictory world" of A Passage (129): parallel worlds of
 worlds that never touch reality. Language means little but trouble
 unless it us used with love; and if there is love, there is little need for
 language because the distinctions it makes are superfluous.

 In considering how to penetrate beyond a superficial life and the
 pointless tags it pins on experience, to something "real," we may find
 help in Forster's 1908 essay "Dante." Although this unadorned early
 study was conceived as an introductory lecture for a relatively
 unsophisticated audience,'3 and may well fail to convey Forster's most
 mature and nuanced thoughts on the great poet, it nevertheless sets
 forth a world view that is provocatively similar to the one implied by A
 Room itself. In "Dante," Forster diagnoses two conflicting and loveless
 forces at work in Dante's universe. He writes first about "the centripetal
 power that may lead to monotony." This is the force that turns the
 world into a dull, conformist place where everything is compelled to look
 and sound alike. One might best think of it as a parody of the
 featureless continuum of Mr. Emerson's "eternal smoothness," or as a
 droningly repetitive human beehive where people's sense of self has
 been crushed, much as Lucy has been squeezed into Miss Lavish's novel
 and framed as Cecil's Leonardo. But according to Forster there is a
 competing force concurrently at work in Dante's cosmos; it is "the
 centrifugal power that may lead to war." One might conceive of this
 second power as a highly verbal and differentiating impulse that names
 people and flings them apart, with the result that their sense of self is
 exaggerated and their connection with others is lost. Over-arching both
 powers, and reconciling them "in the orbits of the stars," is a third force,
 "the celestial harmony" (Albergo 162). Its music is silent.

 Whether or not Forster's account does justice to the dynamics of
 Dante's universe, it goes a long way toward illuminating his treatment of
 "upper personalities" in his own fictional world. In A Room, the armies
 of self-denying contraction and self-aggrandizing expansion operate
 simultaneously, just as, on the fateful expedition to Baldovinetti's
 promontory, the little party's "anxiety to keep together [is] only
 equalled by their desire to go in different directions. Finally they split
 into groups" (85). If our conscious selves were to look for very long at a
 world that shrinks and swells at the same time, they would soon get very
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 dizzy. And, in fact, that is what happens in this and other Forster
 novels: it is as if we have been made to view the world through a zoom
 lens that has gone wildly out of control-through Ronny Heaslop's
 binoculars, perhaps, in the hands of a tourist who wants close-ups while
 staying at a safe distance. The reason we experience such a vertiginous
 narrowing and broadening of perspective as we read A Room is that
 Forster has positioned us in the unstable and oscillating cell of the
 upper self: the "room" of self denied and thwarted through muddle
 and monotony, and self exaggerated through the imperialism of the
 ego. He has done so because he wants us to experience a world in which
 things don't fit, and (because he also uses much imagery of inversion) to
 know a society that, from the perspective of the lower personality, looks
 as if it is operating upside down.'4

 It is not easy to live in a world that pulsates topsy-turvily-until we
 realize that we ourselves are the source of the agitation. Once we accept
 that the universe is smooth and silent and that it is our own moods and

 perceptions that are faulty, life becomes less tiring. Lucy has trouble
 with cause and effect, and often gets things reversed: she repeatedly
 thinks the rest of the world is "behaving very badly" because she resists
 the universe and sees it as a mere reflection of herself, rather than
 putting her conscious self aside and getting in tune with the All. As
 early as the novel's opening pages, she manages to misconstrue
 selfishness as its reverse when she and Charlotte peevishly pretend to be
 altruistic about the question of who should have the first room with a
 view: "They were tired, and under the guise of unselfishness they
 wrangled" (24). They do not love each other, and Forster's point is that
 it is wearying to pretend a love that is not real. This is why Lucy
 becomes increasingly "wan" and irritable as her engagement with Cecil
 goes on (167). As George rightly says to Lucy about Cecil's "witty
 weariness," it is impossible to talk to him "without feeling tired" (141,
 185). Conversely, it is exhausting to pretend not to love a person when
 one does. When Lucy tries to explain to Charlotte about her encounter
 with George on the mountainside, the narrator can't resist pointing out
 that she has made "an unfortunate slip" and has ignored his profound
 effect on her (166). When George reappears in Lucy's life without
 having "told" his secret, Lucy is overjoyed-but as the narrator points
 out, her joy really stems from George's presence, not from his silence.
 Egocentric looking puts the shallow self at the center of the picture,
 thereby inverting values and standing things on their heads: when Lucy
 persuades herself that "she loved Cecil; George made her nervous," the
 narrator dryly intervenes: "Will the reader explain to her that the
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 phrases should have been reversed?" (161). Lucy's nervous fatigue
 stems from her perverse resistance to the restless tides of her smooth
 and silent lower self: as Mrs. Honeychurch remarks with unwitting
 accuracy (in connection with poor Charlotte's boiler), "I know myself
 how water preys upon one's mind" (158).

 The mental gymnastics that enable Lucy to mistake selfishness for
 its reverse are typical of the novel's upside-down and back-to-front
 quality. She has been taught to be "proper," but as even its etymology
 might suggest, the proper is essentially selfish (it derives from the Latin
 proprius, "one's own")-and in Forster's novel, meanly proper values
 have become caricatures of the generous and the real. Mr. Beebe
 remarks on the impropriety of Italians: "They know what we want
 before we know it ourselves. . . . They foretell our desires. From the
 cab-driver down to-to Giotto, they turn us inside out, and I resent it"
 (54). Miss Lavish would like to "turn back" every English tourist who
 fails a test (39), but most of them, herself included, already have their
 backs turned, because their values are as upside down as a frozen
 charlotte-or as Charlotte Bartlett herself, whose "barbed incivilities
 [come] forth wrong end first" (32). The wily narrator finds it a shame
 that tourists who have come all the way to Italy to study "the tactile
 values of Giotto" should remember only "the blue sky and the men and
 women who live under it" (35-36). He knows that his characters have
 their priorities reversed and can't tell cause from effect. The narrator's
 implicit view (and here he is at one with Forster) is that English values
 are already turned inside out through self-seeking, sanctimonious
 propriety; should Italians turn English values inside out again, they will
 at last be right side up.

 People who see the world only from their own proper perspectives
 are bound to misunderstand one another. Lucy is among the worst
 offenders: "I wish I could make you see it my way," says Lucy to
 Charlotte (165)-but of course, Lucy can't. Most notably, Lucy even
 misunderstands herself, and she often "gives herself away" through
 unconscious verbal "slips" (166, 174, 176). A related result of
 self-centered looking is (apparent) disproportion. Mr. Emerson is right
 in his belief that "the things of the universe" do not fit (47). From the
 limited perspective of the upper personality, it is true that they don't:
 matters close to the viewer assume greater size and importance than
 those in the distance. This applies to time as well as to space, to values as
 well as to views. However, if morals were able to look at things "with the
 eyes of God," as Forster claims Dante did, we might find that they do fit
 after all:
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 [Dante's] standpoint is not in this world. He views us from an
 immense height, as a man views a plain from a mountain. We,
 down on the plain, have our own notions of what the plain is like,
 and at times we reject Dante's description of it as false. We feel
 that by his very elevation he is not qualified to judge; and that he
 knows no more about us than we know about the canals in Mars.

 Here we are wrong. (Albergo 167)
 We are wrong because unlike God (and unlike the lower self) we cannot
 see the harmony of disparates, "reconciled in the orbits of the stars"
 (162). The point is that we should stop resisting this apparent
 disproportion and accept it: things are not necessarily the way our
 upper selves perceive them.

 Forster constantly plays with scale and focus in order to dramatize
 the effects of self-centered looking. In Aspects he is polite about Percy
 Lubbock's strictures on the consistent use of a fixed point of view
 (85-86), but he refuses to tie himself down as Lubbock recommends,
 opting instead for a flexible and versatile vantage point (he calls it
 "bouncing" the reader):

 Indeed this power to expand and contract perception . . . this
 right to intermittent knowledge-I find it one of the great
 advantages of the novel-form, and it has a parallel in our
 perception of life. We are stupider at some times than at others;
 we can enter into people's minds occasionally but not always,
 because our own minds get tired; and this intermittence lends in
 the long run variety and colour to the experiences we
 receive. (Aspects 83-84)

 Forster's intentionally fallible and shifting point of view helps
 explain why the world his characters inhabit constantly ebbs and flows,
 rises and falls, waxes and wanes. His technique implies that we need a
 vantage point that is beyond (or below) all these modulations and
 fluctuations. But because most of us don't have it, we are stuck in the
 capricious perspectives and tilts of earth that Forster mentions in his
 account of "the fantastic-prophetical axis" (Aspects 102). Forster
 provides an amusing illustration of the confusing effects of subjectivity
 in an account of his visit to the Queen's Doll's House at the 1924 British
 Empire Exhibition at Wembley: "We cannot admire . . . the
 masterpieces . . . because we cannot be still, and as we toddle and turn,
 so must they. Kept on the move, they too become a queue, their frames
 melt, schools are crumpled, tendencies crack, the portraits are
 swimming in landscape-sauce" (Abinger 61-62). Elsewhere he quotes
 with approval Virginia Woolf's opinion that "we are . . . upon the
 Leaning Tower.... We cannot judge the landscape properly as we look
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 down, for everything is tilted.... The relation between objects-that we
 cannot estimate" (Two 251). Although Italians are "born knowing the
 way" (88), it is less easy to retain one's perspective in England, where
 "Saturn" is a tennis ball and the sun is no longer rebellious Phaethon
 but well-behaved Apollo. "Just fancy how small the world is," says Lucy,
 all unaware of the vagaries of merely conscious perception.

 Our shallow perception of the world also shows up in our common
 turns of speech, as when we declare that the sun is rising or autumn is
 approaching or time is passing. When Lucy faints (and feints) in the
 Piazza Signoria, Forster has fun with her (and his readers') unwitting
 self-centeredness: "the palace itself grew dim, swayed above her, fell
 onto her softly ... and the sky fell with it" (62). Or again, in a moment
 of exhilaration, Lucy finds that "the joys of life [are] grouping
 themselves anew" (71) and that Italy, which has just "receded," advances
 again (39); as Mr. Beebe savors the thought of a cool swim on a hot day,
 "the world of motor-cars and Rural Deans receded illimitably," but with
 the sound of ladies' voices it once again surges into the foreground
 (149-50). I could multiply examples of this sort of thing, whether from
 A Room or from the constantly shifting perspectives in the opening
 pages of A Passage, or from "The Machine Stops," where we get an
 account of the view from an airship window:

 [The stars] were not motionless, but swayed to and fro above
 [Vashti's] head, thronging out of one skylight into another, as if
 the universe and not the airship was careening. And, as often
 happens on clear nights, they seemed now to be in perspective,
 now on a plane; now piled tier beyond tier into the infinite
 heavens, now concealing infinity, a roof limiting forever the
 visions of men. (New 116)

 A little later-such are language and egoism-Vashti "hides" the
 Himalayas, the Caucausas, and then Greece itself behind a blind. As
 with Vashti, so with the rest of us: our shifting moods and expectations,
 our varying capacities to feel-these all affect the way the world looks to
 us from behind the curtains of our limited selves.

 If we become sufficiently cut off from contact with others in the
 cells of ourselves, we risk losing our perspective on things altogether. It
 is much as if we were immured in solitary confinement (here we might
 remember how often the isolated figures in A Room "mur-mur" as if to
 themselves, notably Miss Bartlett "within the walls of the English bank,"
 or "gazing at the photograph of St. John ascending, who had been
 framed" (77, 164). At this point we can see that in Forster's view, Lucy's
 tiring state of secrecy is just a mildly exaggerated version of the way
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 most people always live. Her furtive response to George's kiss renders
 her unable to tell whether the event is "a great thing ... or ... a little
 thing"; as the narrator says, the problem with secrecy is that it costs us
 our sense of proportion. Keeping things to ourselves accentuates the
 inverted way the upper personality already looks at the world; it
 prompts Lucy to deal "lightly" with "the tremendous thing" that is
 George's love, and it leads her to believe that it is more important to
 study a mythological dictionary than to help her mother (213). But Lucy
 cannot withstand the pressure of the lower self indefinitely: the fluid
 self that "understands" her bubbles into the light repeatedly through
 her repeated slips, and it finally surfaces when she hears the roaring of
 water in her ears. We know that Lucy is an artist (hence Mr. Beebe's
 theories about her special psychology), and what happens to her when
 she "overhauls" herself (165) and admits the truth is analogous to what
 happens to the mind of the artist during the act of creation. Forster
 writes about just such a moment in his 1912 essay "Inspiration," in
 which he describes "the queer catastrophe" that takes place when the
 artist's mind "turns turtle"'5 so that "a hidden part of it comes to the top
 and controls the pen." This process is "an extension" of the artist's
 individuality, and it is an experience that is shared by writers as
 superficially diverse as Austen, Balzac, and Coleridge, who "prolonged
 into waking his vision of Kubla Khan" (Albergo 118-20). The
 anonymous and unexpected moment of inspiration-one that can
 seldom be remembered-is obviously a broad and mutual state of love.
 Readers of A Passage will recall a similarly inspired moment that causes
 Aziz to connect Adela lovingly with Mrs. Moore; during it his spiritual
 life undergoes "a semi-mystic, semi-sensuous overturn" (314). To enter
 a state of inspiration (or a state of love, such as Godbole enters when he
 loves even the wasp) is a "queer" catastrophe (catastrophe = Greek
 "overturning") because it is not really a catastrophe at all. It is the
 righting of one: it is the way things should be all the time.

 In 1943 Forster wrote that he had no doubt which his three "great
 books" had been: Dante's Divine Comedy, Gibbon's Decline and Fall, and
 Tolstoy's War and Peace. While maintaining somewhat capriciously that
 none of them had influenced him, he pointed out that they had
 impressed him "by their massiveness and design, and made [him] feel
 small in the right way. ... To realize the vastness of the universe ... that
 is not to be influenced. It is," he wrote, using that important word from
 "Inspiration," to be "extended" (Two 224). He explains that although his
 three great books were too big to have influenced him, Butler's Erewhon
 did, because of the skill with which Butler led him "into the heart of
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 [his] topsy-turvy country," and because of his sly mastery of the oblique
 (225, 227). He writes that he also admired Butler's use of fantasy, of
 "muddling up the actual and the impossible until the reader isn't sure
 which is which" (227). No one would deny Forster his claim to be an
 heir to Butler's art of the topsy-turvy (in fact, Mr. Emerson paraphrases
 Butler's remark about life as an impromptu violin solo (222).16 Yet a
 careful reader will take Forster's denial that he was influenced by the
 Divine Comedy with the necessary grain of salt. Indeed, it is through
 Dante (especially through Forster's view of how Dante treated the self)
 that we reach to the heart of Forster's world view.

 Forster first wrote about Dante in the spring of 1908, some six
 months before the publication of A Room, and the coincidence in he
 dates is reflected in the similarity of the ideas. Forster writes,
 "Repeatedly does Dante warn us against greed, against setting our
 desires where companionship is at one with loss; that is to say, against
 too great a desire for personal possessions" (Albergo 162). 7 And
 repeatedly in A Room Forster's characters try to own the unownable.
 Miss Lavish complains about the Emersons' intrusion into "her" Italy,
 and Cecil exploits Lucy by seeing her as "his" Leonardo and fixing her
 in a Mona Lisa-like pose. The narrator expresses Cecil's proprietorial
 view of Lucy while implicitly mocking it. At first Lucy has "seemed a
 typical tourist" to Cecil:

 But Italy worked some marvel in her. It gave her light,
 and-which he held more precious-it gave her shadow. Soon he
 detected in her a wonderful reticence. She was like a woman of
 Leonardo da Vinci's, whom we love not so much for herself as
 for the things she will not tell us. The things are assuredly not of
 this life; no woman of Leonardo's could have anything so vulgar
 as a 'story.' She did develop most wonderfully day by
 day. (107-08)

 The narrator's account of Cecil's attitude to Lucy is ironic, because
 Lucy's real development is hidden from Cecil and consists of the way
 she is slowly evolving from a "flat" character into a "round" one. As well
 as the irony, we should notice the absolute divorce of light from shadow
 in Cecil's perception of Lucy (Lucy has a similarly black-and-white
 perception of George, who in her view resembles a figure carrying a
 burden of acorns on the Sistine Chapel ceiling in the panel known as
 "The Separation of the Light from the Darkness" [240 n.]). But even
 more important is Cecil's reason for loving Lucy: not for herself, but as
 an avenue to mysterious and other-worldly matters that she will not yet
 tell him. In his fascination with the veiled secrets that Lucy adumbrates
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 (he thinks a woman's vocation resides in charm and mystery [1181),
 Cecil suffers from what Walter Pater calls "the spiritual ambition of the
 middle ages" (125).1' In his rejection of anything "so vulgar as a 'story'"
 that might attach to Lucy (story is "the lowest and simplest of literary
 organisms" [Aspects 42]), Cecil lacks the complete picture about her. He
 is largely indifferent to what Forster calls "the life in time" and is intent
 on "its radiant alternative alone": the "life by value" (52). The problem
 with this perspective is that it squeezes out the "merely" human. It is
 also hypocritical: while Cecil finds it acceptable to draw aside the
 curtains at Windy Corner to reveal Lucy seated as if hovering in the air
 on "a green magic carpet . . . above the tremulous world" (105), he
 wants to recoil when she ruins the magic by candidly raising her veil for
 a kiss (127). His error in moral focus (here one recalls his flattened
 pince-nez) has dire consequences for them both. Because he looks too far
 he stops short, even of Lucy herself;'9 because he overvalues the
 surreal background behind his Mona Lisa, he overlooks and loses the
 human being who should have led him to it. Forster's cagey narrator
 expresses Cecil's predicament in a richly oblique and Paterian passage
 that Samuel Butler would have admired: "She reminded him of a

 Leonardo more than ever; her sunburnt features were shadowed by
 fantastic rocks; at his words she had turned and stood between him and

 the light with the immeasurable plains behind her" (108). In turning to
 say no (temporarily) to Cecil's proposal of marriage, Lucy's figure
 interrupts his light, just as Charlotte's negative brown figure had
 previously blocked George and Lucy's view. Cecil's denial of immediate
 experience in favor of a second-hand beatific background reduces
 Lucy from a window with a view into a room with a blind. This is the
 sort of "no" that produces "a knot ... in the eternal smoothness" (47).

 Evidently enough, if one is going to love the celestial life by value,
 one must either love it in the mundane or lose both. Mr. Beebe partly
 grasps this idea when he sees poignant humor in the Miss Alans'
 susceptibility to Romance: "In their hearts they want a pension with
 magic windows opening on the foam of perilous seas in fairylands
 forlorn. No ordinary view will content the Miss Alans. They want the
 Pension Keats" (197).20 Because they want this sublime view without
 passionately loving a human being first, their travels to their magic
 "beyond" are futile: although they travel together, "they alone . . . will
 double Malea" (226, my emphases). Parodying genuine roundness, the
 two touring Miss Alans "go round the world"-winding up, no doubt,
 exactly where they began (226).

 Forster rings other changes on the image of the figure that blocks
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 the view, but before going on to them we need to return to "Dante,"
 where Forster describes a Dante who is remarkably like Cecil (he is
 "anxious for sublime thoughts," hopes Beatrice will lead him "out of
 daily life into the life celestial," and "cannot be fair to the
 commonplace" [Albergo 150, 153]). Forster reproaches Dante:

 I want to say a little more about this habit of seeing our fellow
 creatures as windows, through which we may see God-a habit,
 you must remember, that was not confined to Dante, but was
 typical of his age. At first sight, there is something sublime in it.
 It makes a man behave with reverence and courtesy to a woman;
 he disciplines his body and soul, that he may be worthy of the
 high thoughts to which she leads him: it inspires him to work: it
 may inspire a whole life, as it did Dante's, and so give us the
 Divine Comedy. But, is it a true compliment to the woman herself?

 Which seems to pay the truer homage-Dante looking
 through Beatrice, or Othello looking at Desdemona; Dante
 narrating the return of his lady to the angels, or King Lear with
 Cordelia dead in his arms? ...

 We of today-and I count Shakespeare one of us-try,
 however unsuccessfully, to look at people, not through them....
 But Dante ... looked through people; and through most of them
 he saw nothing, and through one of them he saw God. (151-
 53)

 It is clear that chivalrous Cecil is guilty of Dante's fault: like a
 courtly lover, he looks through Lucy rather than at her (in Tlhe Longest
 Journey Rickey Elliot remarks that "the Greeks looked very straight at
 things" [189]) and, like another Charlotte, he shields her from direct
 experience. Eventually Lucy rebels when she sees that his protective
 "fence" is really a prison of culture, and she puts her case well, even
 though the words she uses are virtually George's: "You wrap yourself
 up in art and books and music, and would try to wrap up me. I won't be
 stifled, not by the most glorious music, for people are most glorious,
 and you hide them from me" (192).

 Cecil's response to the breaking of his engagement seems at first to
 show him in an improved light: "He looked at her, instead of through
 her, for the first time since they were engaged. From a Leonardo she
 had become a living woman" (191). But Cecil is still mistaken about
 Lucy. After all, at this stage she is telling only half the truth, and even
 while thanking her for showing him what he really is, and for showing
 him a "true woman" (193), wordy Cecil continues to use the rhetoric of
 abstract "medieval" adoration. He speaks "reverently" and "in a burst of
 genuine devotion": "It is a question between ideals, yours and mine,
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 pure and abstract ideals, and yours are the nobler . . . splendid and
 new" (193, 191). Cecil has always wanted an "angel" (the ordinary,
 tangible Earth is where angels fear to tread), and he continues to
 worship Lucy, who has fallen on him "out of the blue" in Rome (107),
 even in losing her. Although there is undoubtedly a degree of sympathy
 in Forster's treatment of poor, limited Cecil, we should notice that
 Forster further undercuts Cecil's dignified behavior by implicitly
 associating him with Shakespeare's Thane of Cawdor, a would-be
 regicide: "Nothing in his love became him like the leaving of it" (193).

 Lucy performs "moral gymnastics" (119), but so does Cecil. He has
 managed to condescend to his "little thing" even while looking up to
 her-an interesting contortion. When he learns that her "splendid and
 new" ideals have not been as "pure and abstract" as he thought, and
 that there has indeed been "someone else in her mind" (193), Cecil
 "turn[s] . . . cynical about women" (228). But in fact, all that changes
 about Cecil is the nature of his theory about women (228); at first he
 covers them in adulation, and later he heaps them with scorn. Cecil has
 been so eager for the lavish mysteries beyond Lucy that he has pushed
 her to one side of his picture; this is why she feels "squeezed to death"
 and "worked to a shadow" (159, 131). With his ambition for sublime
 abstractions, Cecil is one of those bloodless beings who "kill when they
 come to people" (186).

 Despite Cecil's similarity to Dante, and despite his penchant for
 using people as windows to God, Cecil fails while Dante succeeds.
 According to Forster, Dante "actually sees the Love that lies behind the
 Universe and moves the stars- ... he actually knows the unknowable"
 (Albergo 163). The difference is that Dante somehow possessed enough
 moral (or focal) versatility to love Beatrice as a woman too: "Dead, as
 alive, Beatrice remained the most important person he had ever met;
 and so when he came to write the Divine Comedy, he takes her as his
 guide through heaven.... He had loved her as a woman, and now she
 shows him the Love that passes all understanding, and moves the
 Universe" (150). Cecil misses this linked vision of earthly and celestial
 bliss because he is driven by his own abstract will, not by a passionate
 inner Phaethon. Like a "fastidious saint" to whom the world is

 negligible, he aims beyond it too unrelentingly. Elsewhere Forster
 describes how the saintly Devendranath Tagore rejected the world's
 "pomps and vanities" by retreating to the Himalayas, but afterward
 returned to help the poor in Calcutta (Albergo 216-19). Unlike Tagore,
 Cecil does not "turn round" (the gesture gains increasing importance as
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 the novel progresses) to merge pure aspirations with daily life. He is not
 the kind of saint who "understands."

 Although Lucy's expressed interest in human beings ("People are
 more glorious") sounds far better than Cecil's abstract and other-
 worldly aim, she is at this stage much less than candid: by denying Cecil
 yet refusing to admit, even to herself, her real love for George, Lucy
 tumbles into the service of an abstraction of her own. It is a brand of

 feminism that turns away from men in the name of liberty-but what
 some readers do not see is that Forster does not endorse this kind of

 feminism, and that Lucy's allegiance to it is in any case bogus. The
 narrator slides like a chameleon into her mind and forcefully expresses
 her thoughts:

 She could never marry.... She must be one of the women whom
 she had praised so eloquently, who care for liberty and not for
 men; she must forget that George loved her, that George had
 been thinking through her and gained her this honourable
 release. (193-94)

 Then, in a tone which is almost certainly closer to Forster's own, the
 narrator continues,

 She gave up trying to understand herself, and joined the vast
 armies of the benighted, who follow neither the heart nor the
 brain, and march to their destiny by catchwords. The armies are
 full of pleasant and pious folk. But they have yielded to the only
 enemy that matters-the enemy within. They have sinned against
 passion and the truth, and vain will be their strife after virtue. As
 the years pass, they are censured. Their pleasantry and their
 piety show cracks, their wit becomes cynicism, their unselfishness
 hypocrisy; they feel and produce discomfort wherever they go.
 They have sinned against Eros and Pallas Athene, and not by any
 heavenly intervention, but by the ordinary course of nature,
 those allied deities will be avenged.

 Lucy entered this army when she pretended to George that
 she did not love him, and pretended to Cecil that she loved no
 one. The night received her, as it had received Miss Bartlett
 thirty years before. (194)

 Mrs. Honeychurch, no feminist in the sense described above, tries
 to set Lucy and her word-world right side up: "And call it a
 Mission-when no one wants you! And call it Duty-when it means that
 you can't stand your own home! And call it Work-when thousands of
 men are starving with the competition as it is!" (214). But Lucy is of
 course not an abstraction-loving misandrist at all; she is only pretending
 to be, so that she will not have to go through the painful business of
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 living up to her name and meeting "that king of terrors-Light" (213).
 Lucy's denial of her instinctive life is selfish fear in the guise of a socially
 acceptable abstraction. It should give pause to readers who unreserv-
 edly praise Forster's feminism when they realize that his female
 protagonist will go to any lengths-including extreme feminism-to
 avoid self-knowledge about bodily passion: "It did not do to think, nor,
 for the matter of that, to feel" (194).21

 Lucy and Cecil have interrupted each other's lives. Their mutual
 interference recalls Forster's account of the lovers in Proust: "[The]
 lovers, like two flawed mirrors, reflect and distort each other's
 misunderstandings into infinity" (Abinger 118). It is not far from this
 lethal kind of relationship to the bubble-shaped cave in A Passage, which
 "has neither ceiling nor floor, and mirrors its own darkness in every
 direction infinitely" (139). In the context of A Room, Cecil and Lucy are
 human versions of those two mirror-image "apparitions" of bad taste,
 "Cissie" and "Albert," with leechlike columns on their fa?ades and their
 "titles" repeated in shaded Gothic. The "two ugly little villas" were
 acquired by their owner "the very afternoon that Lucy had been
 acquired by [Cecil]" (120). Like the villas, Cecil and Lucy are locked in
 "tortured" confrontation without being connected: Lucy has not wanted
 "to join on to" the Emersons or be "annexed" by them (58, 43), yet she
 has allowed herself to become the private property of Cecil, a man who
 is "better detached" (116, 104). Lucy and Cecil are just two more St.
 Johns facing one another across the confines of the Peruzzi Chapel.
 They do not see the world in one another; instead, each reminds the
 other of something else-of a Leonardo, and of a room with "a certain
 type of view" (125). Although Lucy eventually changes for the better,
 during the course of their attachment she and Cecil both value
 abstractions over human beings, and so instead of getting a further
 vision through immediate mutual love, they stand in one another's
 light.22

 Small people have small outlooks, and can absorb little direct
 experience, little light. For example, Miss Lavish complains about the
 narrowness of English tourists, but when she herself looks up she sees
 only a "narrow ribbon of sky" above her (81, 38). The same oblique,
 Butlerian commentary takes place when the photograph vendor binds
 the hands of Mr. Eager and Miss Bartlett with "a long glossy ribbon" of
 views: this is all but to say outright that they are locked in their own
 constricted and second-hand points of view (73). The partial and
 conformist seeing that has promoted the mismatch of Lucy and Cecil
 stands in contrast to the harmonious and unmediated vision of "the
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 whole of everything at once" that can be achieved through Mr.
 Emerson's "holiness of direct desire" (225).23 But instead of the direct
 and complete seeing that Mr. Emerson advocates, Forster's novel
 usually provides parodic versions of the All that are not directly
 experienced, only recounted. For example, Miss Lavish is to "explain
 everything" to Lucy and wants Lucy to tell her "absolutely everything
 from the beginning" (42, 69). Like a great artist (but not one), Miss
 Bartlett presents Lucy with a complete, but false, picture of the world
 (99), and Lucy realizes that if she were to confide the truth about her
 misalliance to the Miss Alans, "the news would be everywhere in no
 time" (212). Failure to comprehend the All (or even "successive
 particles" of it [112]) stems from the way persons with limited capacities
 for direct experience prefer to be told about it (mainly in language, but
 also in paint or in marble): hence, to glance at A Passage, the reductive
 "bour" when anything of value is told to a Marabar cave, and the
 featureless outlines that other selves become when they are seen from
 inside such a "cave." If the self is completely closed off, a better analogy
 is with the bubble-shaped mirror-cave on the Kawa Dol-a room with
 no view that will eventually topple and smash, in another Forsterian
 "landslip."

 In the opinion of Mr. Emerson (endorsed, there can be little doubt,
 by Forster himself), "life is perhaps a knot, a tangle, a blemish in the
 eternal smoothness" (47). The most troublesome "knots" are the
 figures, both human and linguistic, that briefly negate or contort that
 eternal smoothness and silence. Leaving figures of speech aside for the
 moment, we may say that (as with Dante), human figures can lead us to
 a vision of "the Love that lies behind the Universe," or that (as with the
 well-named Miss Bartlett), they can bar us from that vision and leave us
 in a worthless muddle.24 The example of Cecil has shown that if we
 intentionally use people as routes to the stars, we shall achieve only
 "disaster." But if, like George on the hillside or Lucy expressing
 sympathy for Mr. Emerson's wife, we "forget ourselves" to love another
 human being and say so directly, we shall reach unexpectedly through
 that one figure to a universal "beyond." As Forster writes elsewhere, by
 forgetting our selves we realize ourselves, and by realizing ourselves we
 realize the universe (Albergo 222). This is no doubt what he means when,
 in discussing his three "great books," he writes that "to realize the
 vastness of the universe . . . is . . . to be extended" (Two 224).

 Like the human figures that block the view, figures of speech can
 also prevent us from "extending" toward the universal, and this is
 because language often extends in a competing way, as a curtain or
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 barrier. Although we may intend to say very little, like Mr. Eager
 making insinuations about Mr. Emerson, we often say far too much,
 because (unless we speak plainly, and with sincerity) language turns and
 proliferates imprecisely away from experience (through symbol, simile,
 and metaphor) instead of adhering to it: so, paradoxically, the more we
 speak, the less we say. Most of us use figures with so little loving care
 that we resemble Mr. Beebe, for whom Mr. Emerson's plain speaking is
 a foreign language (29). Charlotte Bartlett fumbling to count her small
 change is also "poor at figures," whereas Mr. Emerson knows that it is
 the truth that counts, not deceitful language (163, 225). The forthright
 Emersons are especially hard to understand at Windy Corner, that
 crossroads of disproportionate chatter and rhetoric (117), where "Lucy
 can't have said 'No' properly before" (102), where everyone exaggerates
 (176), and where "Euphemia [will] change it" (164). So it is that in A
 Room we repeatedly get the knots and tangles of disruptive figures-
 most notably Miss Bartlett breaking "the silence of life" both visually
 and aurally (89). We get wordy misunderstandings (puns and double
 entendres) instead of the silent experiential oneness of "eternal
 comradeship" (65). Rather than the simple and affirmative embrace of
 two loving figures, we get muddle and confusion-knots instead of
 yeses. Mr. Emerson's "transitory yes" is transitory also in the sense that
 it carries us across from the mundane to the celestial, or from the upper
 personality to the lower.25

 It is evident that Forster regarded figurative language, or tropes, as
 knots tied in plain language. Etymology supports him, and it is clear
 that Forster foxily knew it. "Trope" derives from Greek roots that
 produce "turn" or "trophy," more specifically the trophy that warriors
 carry off when they turn to go home from a victory, or when they have
 turned the enemy away in flight. Turns in the straightforward produce
 knots. If, like Miss Lavish with "her" Italy or Cecil with "his" Leonardo,
 the characters turn often enough with their human trophies, or turn
 repeatedly from real experience to pale similitude and outright
 deceit-from kissing to telling-then they forfeit the eternal smooth-
 ness and silence of life. The result is that we find "the characters in this

 entanglement" (207) engaged in devious behavior. To give just a few
 examples among many possibilities, there is that "naughty" girl Lucy
 (86) who, with her "warped" brain, is "caught in the tangle" (213, 224),
 can't "disentangle" her emotions (68, 94), ends conversations in "a
 wrangle" (215), and gives "a nervous little bow" when she first meets the
 Emersons (27). Later on, when she sees the nearly naked figure of
 George, radiant against the woods, Lucy yields to the demands of Cecil's
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 propriety: "'Bow, Lucy; better bow.' . . . Miss Honeychurch bowed"
 (152). She introduces "winding intricacies" into Beethoven, who is
 usually "so simple and direct" (51), and in a scene that tells us almost all
 we need to know about her, she shakes hands with Cecil with one hand
 while "twisting up her other hand in the curtains" (193). Mr. Beebe
 (even his name turns back on itself) expresses admiration for the way
 she has been able to "wind herself up to speak" (203), and thinks of her
 as a kite in the "wind" (112). Miss Bartlett with her rings (no one knows
 which way she will turn [67]) wriggles, screws up her mouth, and takes
 words back; she finds it "dreadful to be entangled with low-class people"
 (92). She carries her model of the Leaning Tower, with its tilted and
 winding interior, like an emblem of her psyche. She returns to the
 safety of her victoria before she makes her bow, in contrast to George,
 who unlaces his boots but makes no bows. (In "understanding" Lucy,
 George may well be the very "image of a porter" [86], but unlike
 metaphors, which carry only figurative meanings, he twice literally
 carries Lucy.) The worst of the novel's convoluted figures is of course
 Cecil Vyse, who outdoes even Charlotte at sneering and wriggling and,
 with his artistic "love of metaphor," wants to refract Lucy into "a kind of
 poetess sort of person" (112, 125); it is his "cosmopolitan naughtiness"
 that sets the stage for a number of bilingual and etymological puns.
 Characters like Cecil who bow (or repress, recoil, reflect, or who
 self-consciously re-cast experiences) are doubled over; they are walking
 puns in the "folds" of a hellish landscape of tortured figures, as if each
 were his own personal Hades-hence the several allusions to the
 Orpheus and Persephone myths.26 In Forster, the plain is better than
 the bent, and the round, silent, uninterrupted smoothness, the
 denouement about which nothing can be said, is superior to both.

 Language that is spoken without spontaneous interest or deep
 feeling retreats inaccurately away from experience and loses touch with
 it: "All simplifications are fascinating, all lead away from the truth"
 (Aspects 113). This is why A Room contains figures of speech that blur
 and merge with adjacent figures, spreading (like diphtheria or the
 plague, or like lies, piety, and paganism) until they issue in a
 "homonymous" fog of chance verbal resemblances-a bewildering haze
 of "programmes and pogroms," "pots and plots," or "pans and puns"
 (Two 72, Aspects 99, 104).

 Puns are the most prevalent figures in "the homonymous world" of
 A Room. Cecil Vyse is dictator here, with his word play and his desire to
 make people "talk in his way, instead of letting one talk in one's own
 way" (104). A "fiasco" of a fiance who has matches but does not suit, he
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 is a walking double entendre, and is therefore (with Miss Bartlett) the
 center of repeated misunderstandings, crucially with the woman who
 ought to understand him best. Cecil's mother is the Queen Bee of the
 world of pretense and monotony (she "processes" and "recesses" regally
 to bed [142]), and she dwells in a flat in hivelike London, where, having
 seen "too many men for her abilities," she has been crushed and made
 weary by "the too-vast orb of her fate" (here we might think of Miss
 Lavish's warped "red" novel pressed under Mrs. Honeychurch's atlas
 [168]). Cecil is her chief drone (he behaves "as if he was not one son,
 but, so to speak, a filial crowd"). Mrs. Vyse has already squeezed Cecil
 into shape (he sits crushed on the front seat of the "victoria"), and she
 wants to do the same to Lucy: she ominously "murmurs" to Cecil,
 "Make Lucy one of us" (119, 141), as if her hive is wresting a trophy
 from Mrs. Honeychurch's. If Lucy wants to escape being pressed into
 the condition of a prize work of art and to avoid spending her life as a
 human pun (she has already been "absorbed in a lunette" [45],
 "reduced to literature" [33], and placed in a Prank novel), she must
 disengage herself from Cecil and from the diabolical notion that she
 and Cecil are "fitted" to each other (190).

 In Cecil's vice-reality of puns and euphemisms (the surrogate,
 parallel world of "rapid talk" that never intersects with the real one and
 screens it from us), we hear about "the deceit of the most promising
 people," the "seamy side of things," the need for "de-sire-rebel tenants,"
 and about Ralph Waldo Emerson, that "most trying man" (122, 132,
 133). We read also that "nothing can hide a petty nature"; that "there
 was no concealing the fact"; that Miss Bartlett "adroitly [conceals] the
 sex" of Lucy's preserver; and that "the promise of months is destroyed
 in a moment" when Lucy breaks her engagement (118, 155, 72, 199).
 Cecil has wanted Lucy to be his Mona Lisa and his Beatrice, but in the
 end he gets less inspiration from her than from his pervasive cigarette
 smoke. The very deuce himself (he calls himself "un diavolo incarnato"),
 he won't go on court to play a set of mixed doubles and get directly
 involved in matters of love and advantage. He prefers to read "Under a
 Loggia"--a pun title that well suits the contents of Miss Lavish's book.27
 In Cecil's wordy domain Eleanor, Leo, Leonora, Leonardo, and the
 leonine Arno all merge together despite everyone's best attempts to
 keep them apart, as do dahlias, dailiness, diaries, and journalists; faints
 and feints; nay and nez; vice, victory, and Victoria. Figures merge in one
 direction, through a bilingual pun, with faces, facades, fronts, and
 confrontations, and in another direction, through an etymological pun
 (the Latinfigura derives from the root offingere, "to shape"), with touch,
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 touchiness, tact, tactile values, fingers, hands, manuals, and manipula-
 tion; violets spill over into violence, violins, Baroncelli, and bass. Even in
 the realm of language, apparent disparates won't stay distinct. This
 bewildering homogeneity stems in part from nothing more than the
 "verbal coincidences" of fantasy (Aspects 104), but we'll do well to notice
 (even among the examples given above) that superficially dissimilar
 words are often genuinely linked in a linguistic commonality because
 they all reach back to one root. Despite the way Cecil thinks of Lucy as
 a flower with no leaves or roots of its own, she and her family are after
 all "Radicals ... out and out" (126, 37).

 In the diminishing returns of excessive language, we lose the truth
 of experience and get warped little stories about it: one Miss Alan's
 about lost luggage, the other Miss Alan's about violets, and Miss Lavish's
 about Leonora. Lucy is among the worst of those who use words to
 obscure experience rather than reveal it: instead of enjoying George's
 embraces she gives carefully laundered (and repressed) accounts of
 them: "She thought not so much of what had happened as of how she
 should describe it" (94). None of this means that we should abandon
 language or story or any other aspect of the novel-the narrative
 impulse is after all as old as time (as the narrator asks, in mock
 bewilderment, "Why does anyone tell anything? The question is
 eternal" [182]). But while enjoying narrative we should never imagine
 that its linguistic world is a substitute for real experience, or that the
 whole of any story is ever told in words, especially if those words are not
 loving ones. As Mrs. Moore would say (she says it twice, though only in
 part), "Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and
 have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.
 ... I am nothing" (A Passage 71, 160).

 If the whole of any sublunary story can never be told, there is no
 hope at all of describing the celestial "beyond." But since the
 imagination, limited though it may be, "abhors a void" (Abinger 296),
 Forster refers to it anyway as an "eternal smoothness"-as the "niente"
 of the Italian mother in Santa Croce and the singing cabman in the final
 chapter, and as the "nothink" that Signora Bertorelli's "hignorant
 Italian ... can't explain" (54). Most often however, though not always in
 A Room, Forster writes of it as a place of pure value which somehow lies
 "behind." Forrest Reid's novels, for example, contain the "vision ... of
 the hierophant who sees what lies behind objects rather than what lies
 between them" (Abinger 96); in Sir Rabindranath Tagore's play Chitra
 "there is 'something behind,' that something for which the worshipper
 pants" (364). In A Passage the distance between the earth and the stars is
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 nothing compared with the distance behind them (32); and in A Room
 itself we read about "the radiance that lies behind all civilization" (155).
 Since this goal of the heart's desire lies shielded behind appearances, it
 is something George and Lucy must achieve by reaching across "the
 rubbish that cumbers the world" (153)-across that landscape of
 tinkling "cymbals" and other twisted figures I have already described.
 They must penetrate to it through the tunnels of the stars,28 or reach
 down to it through the lower self. They must extend or stretch back to
 it, as hungry Professor Godbole does to the food on the table behind
 him.

 Forster's best discussion of "reaching back" is found, as so often
 with his ideas, in Aspects, where he observes that "prophetic fiction . ..
 reaches back-though we must not conclude . . . that it always reaches
 back to pity and love. It is spasmodically realistic. And it gives us the
 sensation of a song or of sound .... It is unlike fantasy because its face
 is toward unity" (125). Forster introduces "Prophecy" by contrasting a
 "preacher's" passage from Adam Bede with a "prophetic" passage from
 The Brothers Karamazov concerning Mitya. He maintains that the latter
 passage gives us the feeling that the whole universe needs pity and love,
 while in George Eliot's novel they are needed only in Hetty's cell. The
 point Forster makes about Mitya and his "good dream" is surprisingly
 similar to what we have seen happening in A Room: "In Dostoyevsky the
 characters and situations always stand for more than themselves;
 infinity attends them, though they remain individuals they expand to
 embrace it and summon it to embrace them" (Aspects 122). There are no
 "small bows" or irksome knots here, only a universal, wordless embrace:

 Mitya, taken by himself, is not adequate. He only becomes real
 through what he implies, his mind is not in a frame at all. Taken
 by himself, he seems distorted [and] intermittent.... We cannot
 understand him until we see that he extends, and that the part of
 him on which Dostoyevsky focused [lay] ... in a region where it
 could be joined by the rest of humanity. Mitya is-all of us. So is
 Alyosha, so is Smerdyakov. (123, my emphases)

 And so are George and Lucy. Lucy, for example, "in gaining the man
 she loved" feels that she "would gain something for the whole world"
 (224). Forster stresses that what he is talking about is not a "veil" or an
 allegory: "It is the ordinary world of fiction, but it reaches back" (Aspects
 123). He uses an extraordinary image to convey the relatedness that
 individual "prophetic" characters enjoy with the whole:

 To be merely a person in Dostoyevsky is to join up with all the
 other people far back.. . . Dostoyevsky's characters ask us to
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 share something deeper than their experiences. They convey to
 us a sensation that is partly physical-the sensation of sinking
 into a translucent globe and seeing our experience floating far
 above us on its surface, tiny, remote, yet ours. We have not
 ceased to be people, we have given nothing up, but 'the sea is in
 the fish, and the fish is in the sea.' (123)

 Like Mitya, whose personal experiences float above him on the surface
 of the sea, yet who at the same time is implicit in the anonymous
 commonality at the center of the translucent globe, so Lucy and George,
 similar opposites, first accomplish an inward integration, then escape
 their frames to become implicit in each other and in everyone
 else-again one thinks of the reunion of "Phaethon" and "Perse-
 phone."29 Clearly, not everyone has George and Lucy's capacity to see,
 as Forster writes in an essay on Arjuna, that "the fortunes of men are all
 bound up together" (Abinger 382). Lucy's selfish indifference to others
 intensifies as she falls asleep under Mrs. Vyse's roof and "darkness
 envelop[s] the flat" (142); but eventually she and George become global
 persons by means of their ability to "extend" and "reach straight back to
 the universal" with no turns or detours into deceit (Aspects 146, my
 emphasis). Here Pater's well-known remarks on the mythic suggestive-
 ness of the Mona Lisa seem to have been on Forster's mind:

 All the thoughts and experiences of the world have etched and
 moulded there ... the animalism of Greece, the lust of Rome, the
 reverie of the middle age with its spiritual ambition and
 imaginative loves, the return of the Pagan world, the sins of the
 Borgias. She is older than the rocks on which she sits.... The
 fancy of a perpetual life, sweeping together ten thousand
 experiences, is an old one. (Pater 125)

 While there can be little doubt that Forster links Lucy's roundness with
 Lisa's mythopoeic qualities, it is equally likely that he wants his lady to
 turn around and look out of the window, and at the world. Like music,
 and like plot, character should not be closed off: "That is the idea the
 novelist must cling to. Not completion ... but opening out" (Aspects 104,
 170).

 As with human figures, so with verbal ones: while the homonymous
 world of insincerely spoken language can blur distinctions and cause
 misunderstandings through "verbal coincidences" (Aspects 104), plain
 speaking (as in George's long speech to Lucy in which he lays bare the
 truth about Cecil) can penetrate through the rubbishy figures on the
 dump of trope. As Mr. Emerson says truly, we need "a little directness
 to liberate the soul" (Room 223). Just as Lucy and her family are
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 individualistic "radicals" yet reach back to the mythopoeic commonality,
 so different but etymologically related words reach back and are
 connected to the same root without losing their distinct identities. One
 thinks, for example, of the key roles played in this novel by such distinct
 yet kindred words as: star and disaster; property and propriety; plain
 and piano; figure and transfigure; radical and radicle; Umbrian and
 umbrella; diplomat, diphtheria, double; George, earth, terra, terrace;
 lion, Leo, Leonardo, Leonora; turn, return, tour, retort, distort,
 torture; cap, cape, chapel, chaplain, Cappuccini, chaperon, escape; tact,
 tactile, tangible, touch, touchy; vice, vicar; type, typical, and archetype.
 In each case these different words are all the same word; yet if they are
 accented with love, they are also "image[s] that [have] physical beauty"
 and unique presence (162).30

 By the end of Forster's novel, the deceit of January has come and
 gone, and George and Lucy have fought their way through the void in
 which they so nearly lost their identities in the vacancy of "heart, and
 hand, and eye" (209). They have achieved a state of selfless plenitude.
 In turning to each other, and in returning to Italy, they have untied the
 tangled knot in the eternal smoothness. They have allowed themselves
 to be illuminated by that sunny figure, Mr. Emerson, who, like some
 latter-day Pan, has warned them not to "go fighting against the spring,"
 has "robbed the body of its taint," and has made them "see sense" (84,
 225, 229). They have followed his advice to spread out in the sunlight
 the thoughts they do not understand (47). They have ceased to regard
 one another as mere outlines or reflected figures seen in a glass darkly;
 they have broken out of their "proper" frames to reach back in the here
 and now of springtime Florence to know each other even as they are
 known. In an understated and concluding moment of universal
 reconciliation, the playful lovers draw opposites together: they speak of
 the past and the future, and of the surface and depths of Miss Bartlett's
 mind; the song of the cab driver in the foreground (they decline his
 offer take a giro, or "turn") merges with the unexpected melody of the
 Arno in the background, "bearing down the snows of winter into the
 Mediterranean" (230)-straight into, so to speak, the center of the
 "translucent globe" of "Prophecy." George is no longer a mute,
 autumnal figure caught in the pose of carrying seeds on the
 extraordinary ceiling of the Sistine Chapel; rather, in an ordinary room
 in the Bertolini-Mr. Emerson's former room in the "Little Albert" -he

 carries Lucy in a gesture of "transitory" affirmation, this time to a
 window which does not frame and separate them but opens out upon
 "all the view" (228). George and the former "Leonardo," now turned to
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 face the right way, look out together upon the leonine Arno (68). They
 have won a victory over that mere vice-regent, language, and are no
 longer blinded or frightened by the real "king of terrors-Light." After
 George first carried Lucy they leaned on their elbows to contemplate
 the river in identical postures suggestive of an eternal comradeship that
 Lucy had tried to deny; now, no longer just typical tourists, they kneel
 face to face, archetypal figures of human love. They themselves may
 change and pass (the 1958 epilogue, "A View Without a Room" makes it
 clear that after the epiphanic moment of "value," the "life in time"
 resumes), but the love they embody will not. Acceptance of "the most
 real thing [they] shall ever meet"-reciprocated personal love "which
 [their] bodies exact and [their] hearts have transfigured" (181) has
 made them aware at the same time of "a love more mysterious" and
 anonymous than their own. They have overcome the bookish,
 monotonous, and selfish world of inner "disaster" to be "reconciled in
 the orbits of the stars" (Albergo 162). Indeed, it is possible that what
 these two "radicals" intuit at the end is the perfect figure of the Word
 itself-the rainbow-encircled and beatific "image of a human face" of
 the Dante essay (167): an all-comprehending silent figura without
 blemish, knot, or frame-the divine friend.31 Or perhaps, since Forster
 is not Dante but Forster, they simply see "all the view": the composite
 face of "all of us ... all the other people far back" (Aspects 137-38), to
 whom we are all connected "far below all speech and behaviour"
 (230).32

 NOTES

 Notice also, from "The Beauty of Life," "If we . . . go out in search of
 Romance ... is it likely that we shall find Romance?" (Albergo 173)

 2 That portraits of the Poet Laureate and the Queen Bee should hang side
 by side in "Florence" is gently suggestive. See notes 6 and 14.

 3 Having been "put into" Miss Lavish's novel (70) and framed as Cecil's
 Mona Lisa, Lucy needs to escape into life itself. Room is not just about female
 emancipation, but about people's emancipation in general. See note 23.

 4 Cf. the duplicitous "Gennaro" in "The Story of a Panic" (36).
 5 "Notes on the English Character" is virtually a gloss on the development

 of George and Lucy: "[The] Englishman is an incomplete person. Not a cold or
 unspiritual one. But undeveloped, incomplete" (Abinger 19).

 6 Why is there a book by Nietzsche on Mr. Emerson's bookshelf? In view of
 Forster's interest in people who cannot get past "muddle" to real experience,
 and in view of his word. play on bees, droning, the Beehive Tavern, and so
 forth, it is likely that he was aware of Nietzsche's remark that we have no time
 for "so-called 'experience'" and therefore remain "strangers to ourselves": "We
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 are ... by nature winged insects and honey gatherers of the mind. The only
 thing that lies close to our heart is the desire to bring something home to the
 hive."

 7 Cf. Miss Raby, in "The Eternal Moment," who believes that "self-exposure
 is the only possible basis of true intercourse" and that "the only thing worth
 giving away is oneself" (New 180-81). Unfortunately, when Miss Raby finally
 does give herself away, she does so deliberately, and far too late. The locus
 classicus for reciprocal seeing, and for much else that is important in Forster, is
 I Corinthians 13.

 8 People are blank and featureless outlines until they are transfigured into
 transparency by love or sincere interest: Miss Quested's problem in A Passage
 when she apathetically sees, at the mouth of tunnel, not Aziz himself, but a
 shadowy outline. Forster admits that the revelations of fiction seldom occur in
 real life; fictitious figures "are people whose secret lives are visible or might be
 visible: we are people whose secret lives are invisible" (Aspects 70). The note of
 frustration is striking: "[We] cannot reveal ourselves, even when w.e want to."

 9 In "The Doll Souse," Forster complains about people's thirst for
 similitude: "Everything must be like something, so what is this like?" (Abinger
 63). In "Not Listening to Music" he writes, "Music that reminds does open the
 door to that imp of the concert-hall, inattention" (recall Helen Schlegel's
 "goblins" in Howards (45ff); and in "Not Looking at Pictures" he adds, "The
 mind takes charge instead [of looking at pictures] and goes off on some alien
 vision" (Two 137, 140). The same distaste for similitude is evident in "Other
 Kingdom," where "everything is to be itself, and not practically something else,"
 and "The Other Side of the Hedge," where a thing means "nothing but itself"
 (New 67, 43). The entangled issues of identity and mere similarity prompted
 Forster to observe in a 1915 review of stories by Chekhov and Sologub: "It is
 true that 'there's a meaning in everything,' but also true that each thing means
 itself and not something else" (Albergo 256). Forster's wariness of similarity
 obviously has a bearing on the substitute and parallel "world, of rapid talk" that
 I describe in the present paper.

 10 In Forster's inverted hell, Cecil plays King Hades to Lucy's Persephone.
 A "diavolo incarnato" (116), he "yawns" and thinks of her as a brilliant flower,
 just as Hades seized Persephone as she admired a flower. He "[bears] her down"
 (136). The garden at Windy Corner is "all downhill, and some fields" (38); Mr.
 Beebe asks George, "Did you realize that you would find all the Pension
 Bertolini down here?" (147). Lucy wears a garnet brooch (167): garnet, the
 birthstone for January, is cognate with pomegranate, the fruit given
 Persephone so that she would return annually to Hades. The interior of a
 pomegranate is divided into small cells, like a honeycomb. The role of Demeter
 seems divided between Miss Bartlett, who sits in a tomato-like chair, and (in a
 less ironic manner), Mrs. Honeychurch, with her bountiful garden. Lucy is
 "worn to a shadow" and "all the time's got the Beautiful White Devil in her
 hand" (131). Her face is often "very red," the color of Miss Lavish's diabolical
 book. She is surrounded by "a spectral family" of ghostly falsehoods (158), and
 her development keeps pace with the seasons. Forster seems to have had Gluck's
 Orfeo in mind, too: after the murder, Lucy twice thinks and twice speaks
 Eurydice's line, "Oh, what have I done?" (62). in A Room, being looked at is an
 act that gives life, not death. Unlike Orpheus, George rescues Lucy and himself
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 when he "loses his head." George has a "lyre": Lucy herself. Aristaios, who was
 pursuing Eurydice when she was bitten by the snake, was a bee-keeper.

 1 In Forster's fictional world words, names, and individual personalities
 often get lost when they fall into water. In A Room, for example, Miss Bartlett's
 "life's work [is] carried away in a landslip" when a grotto falls onto the beach
 (55); book-loving Leonard Bast is covered in "a shower" of books in Howards,
 and pouring water on him fails to revive him (315-16); Edward's important
 books and papers fall into the river in "Ansell," in Life (32).

 12 In Aspects Forster writes that Thomas Deloney participates simulta-
 neously in his own age and the present through the "common state" of
 inspiration, in which writers lose any sense of their own identities.

 13 The essay began as a talk delivered to students at the Working Men's
 College, London (see Albergo 125).

 14 Most of the failures to "fit" in A Room are engagingly subversive: a
 Leonardo on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel; the Emersons in Villa Cissie
 ("Cissie" is the feminine diminutive of Cecil, and St. Cecilia is the patron saint of
 music, arts, and letters); the discussion of the great event of matrimony among
 the potatoes and peas. Conversely, things that match too perfectly are suspect,
 notably the Beehive tavern, under whose sign, "trimmed evenly with bees," Miss
 Bartlett drones on to Mr. Beebe (206); or Lucy's "measured" gaze and George's
 "measured" tones (168, 170).

 15 In Homer's "Hymn to Mercury," a description is given of how Mercury
 (Hermes) created the artist's lyre out of a turtle shell. Hermes was the father of
 Pan, and brought back Persephone from the underworld. See note 10 and
 "Inspiration."

 16 Forster also wrote with fascination of Lewis Carroll: the two "curious
 twin states of Dewas" in India were "the oddest corner of the world outside Alice
 in Wonderland" (Hill 17, 45, 46).

 17 Lionel Trilling draws attention to the importance of Dante and
 ownership (122).

 18 Leonardo's handwriting moves from right to left and is best read in a
 mirror. See note 27.

 19 Probably this is what Forster meant when in "Three Countries" he wrote
 that he had trouble with the early drafts of A Passage because he had not seen
 far enough (Hill 298).

 20 The allusion is to Keats's "Ode to a Nightingale," and recalls Feo and
 Gino posed before their respective windows in "The Eternal Moment" (New
 200), and Where (128, 131, 140).

 21 Remarks made elsewhere by Forster suggest that he may not have been
 as completely well disposed toward feminism as is often supposed. See for
 example "Virginia Woolf" (Two 263), and "Salute to the Orient" (298). A close
 look at A Room shows that his (implied) attitude is quite ambivalent. This view
 may be confirmed by the abstract feminism of Helen in Howards End, and her
 close friendship with "Monica" (note her name), "the crude feminist of the
 South" (274). Undoubtedly this is a question of nuance and degree.

 22 The light that drenches Lucy's sunny novel owes much to Dante's luce
 etterna che sola in te vidi" (Paradiso XXXIII 124).

 23 Lucy does not of course see the whole of everything at once, any more
 than Godbole does in A Passage; it is only "as if" she has done so (225).
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 24 Miss Bartlett both bars and "lets": hence the curious assenting motion she
 makes with her head even as she seems to forbid. One of the things that make
 this novel so affirmative is that she involuntarily and creatively promotes what
 she consciously denies, just as Mr. Beebe seems to do (221). There is a sense in
 which she really is "a great artist" after all.

 25 "[Study] teaches us everything about the work except the central thing,
 and between that and us it raises a circular barrier which only the wings of the
 spirit can cross" ("Anonymity," Two 94).

 26 See also note 10. The "wriggling" of Cecil and Charlotte is reminiscent of
 the wriggling worm of mere story, the lowest and most "atavistic" aspect of the
 novel (Aspects 41-42). In "The Game of Life," Forster writes that we retain the
 power of "wriggling . . . with [our] star or against it: "and in the universe the
 only really interesting movement is this wriggle" (Abinger 74). In "Inspiration"
 Forster writes that "Balzac saw . . . the Comedie Humaine disentangling and
 entangling against the shrubs" (Albergo 120). For more on worms, snakes, and
 story, see Jeffrey Heath 287-309. Quintilian associates figures of speech with
 deviations from the normal standing posture of human figures (Institutio
 Oratoria, IX, 1, 11). Northrop Frye's remarks on "babble and doodle" shed light
 on Forster's word play (375-78, 334).

 27 In its inability to communicate the passionate experience of George and
 Lucy's kiss, Miss Lavish's novel approaches the condition known as "aphasia" or
 "alogia": her title means something like "worse than speechless."

 28 The constellation Leo (the lion) contains the "disk" of the bright star
 Regulus (Latin for "little king") at which Forster often gazed while falling asleep
 in India, and which seemed to him "a tunnel" (Hill 34; A Passage) 249). In
 "People" Forster describes "flat" characters as "little luminous disks" of
 pre-arranged size "pushed hither and thither like counters across the void or
 between the stars" (Aspects 74). The word play on lion, Leo, and roaring in A
 Room makes it clear that Forster preferred the "king of terrors-Light"
 (212-13) to regal Mrs. Vyse (the Queen Bee), and those even greater "beings,"
 Queen Victoria, and Albert, the dronelike Prince Consort. Celestial royalty and
 earthly viceroys also play an important role in A Passage. Orion fascinates Rickie
 Elliot in Longest recalling Forster and Regulus. Forster's attitude to the stars had
 changed by 1949-by then, the sole source of order was the art-work itself: see
 Two 100.

 29 The similarities to that other "prophetic" writer, D.H. Lawrence, are
 marked.

 30 In "Anonymity: An Enquiry," Forster writes, "If on earth there is a house
 of many mansions, it is the house of words." He also contends that "words are
 all of one family" (Two 90). Evidently enough, the many mansions of the house
 of words are built over a root cellar.

 31 See also Forster Maurice (26, 49).
 32Just as individual words and people "reach back," so do books. A Room

 extends back through sources as superficially diverse as Pater, Butler,
 Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Carroll, Meredith, Arnold, Whitman, Melville,
 Hawthorne, Thoreau, Emerson, Carlyle, Keats, Shelley, Dante, and St. Paul to
 the anonymous, "general," and common springs of Greek mythology.
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